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COMPLETE LIFE REWIND OPTIMAL WEIGHT

Nutrition, exercise, stress and  

environmental factors all impact  

our overall health and wellness. 

The Palazzo Fiuggi Complete  

Life Rewind program is designed  

to mitigate the effects of aging,  

giving you the tools you need to  

live your best life.

A few simple, pleasurable changes to  

your diet and lifestyle choices is all it 

takes to completely, and permanent-

ly, transform your body.The Palazzo  

Fiuggi Optimal Health program helps  

you adopt healthy new routines,  

while releasing old, unhelpful habits.

FULL IMMUNO BOOST

Revitalise and restore cognitive  

strength and balance. In this  

relaxing setting, you’ll connect  

with the harmony of nature, enjoy  

restorative sleep and positively  

harness the power of the mind,  

with the help of Ayurvedic  

specialists.

DEEP DETOX

Palazzo Fiuggi’s holistic Deep  

Detox program is backed by the  

latest scientific research. Enjoy 

nutritious three-star Michelin cui-

sine, coupled with tailored thera-

pies and the therapeutic effect of  

the Fiuggi water for a balanced,  

long-lasting detox effect.

POST COVID 19

The program is designed to support and rebuild

a resilient and improved immune system. Guided

by a team of professionals, Palazzo Fiuggi blends

world class scientific medical services with holistic

treatments and carefully curated food menus all  

designed to heal and energise the body and equip  

each guest with the knowledge and tools to live a 

healthy and full life after experiencing Covid-19.

REGENERATE

The Regenerate Program is designed to provide a  

personalized and unique experience at Palazzo  

Fiuggi. Medical evaluations and diagnostics upon  

arrival guide us to create the perfect program 

exclusively for you. Indoor and outdoor activities 

including nature trails, trekking and exploring the 

surrounding countryside , yoga and pilates, fitness  

classes in our Movement Lab, meditation and  

sound healing, along with relaxing moment spent 

in our Roman Thermae round off the experience to 

give a perfect balance of rest, recuperation and 

relaxation.
































